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a b s t r a c t
We report the first (to our knowledge) infrared emission spectra collected from water-based laboratory
ball plasmoid discharges. A ‘‘ball plasmoid” results from a unique type of pulsed DC plasma discharge in
which a sphere of plasma is seen to grow and eventually separate from a central electrode and last for a
few hundred milliseconds without an external power source before dissipating. Typical recombination
rates for plasmas at ambient conditions are on the order of a millisecond or less, however ball plasmoids
have been observed to last a few hundred milliseconds, and there is no explanation in the literature that
fully accounts for this large discrepancy in lifetime. The spectra are dominated by emission from water
and from hydroxyl radical; PGOPHER was used to fit the experimental spectra to extract rotational temperatures for these molecules. The temperatures of the bending and stretching modes of H2O were determined to be 1900 ± 300 K and 2400 ± 400 K, respectively and the rotational temperature of OH was found
to be 9200 ± 1500 K.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Low-temperature and atmospheric-pressure plasmas have
developed as essential tools across several industries over the past
few decades. The tunability of plasma discharge parameters allows
for the selection of chemically and physically reactive components
of the ionized medium, and operating a discharge at ambient pressures fosters numerous applications of plasmas in different settings. For example, the electron density and temperature,
identities and number densities of reactive ions and radicals, UV
photon flux, and flow rate of gases can all be tuned and optimized
for interactions with different surfaces ranging from plastics to
human teeth to the top layers of the skin. There has been much
development of plasmas as tools for semiconductor processing
[1,2], medicine [3–5], dentistry [6], air purification [7], wastewater
[8] and biomedical [9–13] sterilization, as agents for controlled
mutagenesis [14], and in the food processing and sterilization
industry [15,16]. Additionally, ambient plasmas are attractive as
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soft ionization sources for mass spectrometry [17–19], especially
due to the much less complicated sample preparation required
for ambient ionization using plasmas.
Plasmas that are self-sustaining and have a definitive shape but
are not confined between two electrodes or any external fields are
referred to as plasmoids. A several-kilovolt capacitive discharge
above the surface of a weak electrolyte can be used to generate
water-based plasmoids [20] which take the form of a sphere, thus
this particular type of discharge is referred to as a ‘‘ball” plasmoid
discharge. In contrast to other direct-current (DC) plasma discharges (arc, corona, glow, dielectric barrier) [21], ball plasmoid
discharges are generated by intentionally designing the electrodes
such that a tremendous pulse of current causes a plasma to form at
the tip of the cathode, above the surface of the electrolyte [20,22–
24]. While still forming, the plasma grows, rises, and eventually
separates from the cathode and can be seen as a distinct sphere
of plasma for an extended period of time. The discharge occurs in
three phases (Fig. 1): the pre-initiation, buildup, and detachment
phases [25,26]; it is perhaps the detachment portion of the discharge, when an autonomous plasmoid can be observed, that is
the most interesting. Plasma discharges at ambient pressures are
not expected to last for more than a millisecond without an external power source [27,28], however ball plasmoids emit light for
approximately 200 ms even when no current flows between the
electrodes.
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Fig. 1. Images obtained from high-speed videography of plasmoid discharges. (A–C): initiation, propagation, and detachment phases of the discharge. (D–F): top-down view
of the same phases shown in A–C, taken from an identical discharge on the same day.

Recently, several groups have begun to characterize ball plasmoid discharges in attempts both to explain the long lifetime of
the plasmoid and to study the mechanism of ball plasmoid formation [23,24,29,25,26], and this collection of papers has provided a
foundation for more detailed studies of the system. Our goal for
the experiments described in this article is twofold: to expand
the emission spectroscopy performed by Versteegh et al. [23] into
the infrared, and to confirm the molecular assignments obtained
from infrared absorption spectroscopy presented by Friday et al.
[29]. In addition to identifying the molecules which are emitting
in the infrared, we aim to determine rotational temperatures for
each of the emitting molecules, which will provide a more complete picture of the energy distribution of products generated during plasmoid formation and will also allow for an approximation of
the gas-kinetic temperature of the plasmoid to be made.
Ball plasmoids are considered to be laboratory analogues of ball
lightning, a puzzling and currently unexplained natural phenomenon which was only recently observed in the field with scientific instrumentation [30]. Although rare, there are numerous
reports available in the literature describing a luminous sphere of
light dancing through the sky, sometimes lasting tens of seconds
before dissipating. Some reports describe a quiet fizzling out of
the light, but others indicate that the ball leaves destruction in
its wake as it disappears with tremendous energy. There is also
debate in the literature over the theories describing the formation
and other properties of ball lightning [31–35], often with little or
no experimental evidence, therefore there is currently no explanation (or set of explanations) as to why ball lightning behaves in
these mysterious ways.
2. Experimental
2.1. Plasmoid discharge source
The equipment and electronics that we use to generate plasmoid discharges have been described previously [29,26], however
some changes have been made to the circuitry to better control and
monitor the discharge. To provide as accurate a description of the
apparatus as possible, the key components of the system will be
described. The next paragraph describes the general process by
which ball plasmoids are generated, and the following paragraphs

describe additional components of the system. As is always the
issue with performing these measurements, there is a high shotto-shot variability in successive plasmoid discharges. Much in the
same way that no two lightning strikes are alike, identical conditions can produce plasmoid discharges with different underlying
characteristics (size, lifetime, amperage, rise velocity, etc.).
The electrode setup is contained within a store-bought fivegallon polypropylene bucket which is filled with deionized water.
The conductivity of the water is adjusted using concentrated HCl.
Conductivity measurements are taken with a hand-held, waterproof meter (Oakton PCSTestTM35). The cathode is positioned such
that just the tip of the electrode protrudes above the surface of
the water approximately 1–2 mm. The cathode which is used in
all of the following experiments is a solid tungsten rod with a
diameter of 6 mm. The cathode is insulated from the electrolyte
using a tube of alumina with an inner diameter of 6 mm and an
outer diameter of 8 mm. No metal ions from the cathode were
desired to be present in the discharge during these experiments,
so tungsten was chosen for its high durability and resistance to
sputtering and spalling. This cathode was chosen in order to minimize ion-neutral and ion–electron interactions caused solely by
electrode materials, thus producing a plasmoid from only molecules in the air and molecules just above the surface of the electrolyte [26]. A copper ring is used as the anode and is positioned
perpendicular to the orientation of the cathode, in other words
the plane of the anode is parallel to the surface of the electrolyte.
This entire electrode is submerged in the weakly conductive aqueous solution with a final depth of approximately 12 cm below the
surface of the electrolyte.
Fig. 2 provides an illustration of the circuitry used in our laboratory. A Glassman EK Series high-voltage DC power supply is used
to charge large parallel-plate, oil-filled capacitors (Maxwell) to 1–
10 kV. The capacitors can be used individually or can be wired in
parallel to generate capacitances up to two milliFarads. Three Ross
Engineering E Series high-voltage relays are used to make connections that will charge the system, send current pulses to the discharge container, or ground the system. An ArduinoÒUno
microcontroller board controls the timing of these switches, and
the same microcontroller is used to record voltage and current
measurements via a voltage divider and Hall effect sensor, respectively. High-speed videography is performed with a PixelinkÒPL-
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Fig. 2. A simplified circuit diagram of the plasmoid discharge circuit. The ‘‘POWER” relay delivers current to the capacitor bank, the ‘‘FIRE” relay delivers the pulse to the
electrodes, ‘‘BREAK” is the vacuum relay which breaks current to the electrodes, and finally the ‘‘GROUND” relay grounds the system. V and A are a voltage divider and a Hall
effect current sensor, respectively.

B&42U camera with a frame rate of 98 fps. Discharge parameters
are chosen based both on the geometry of the setup and an optimization of safety to personnel and equipment, therefore no discharges above 7 kV are ever performed due to physical
limitations of the equipment (temperature rating of power resistors, arcing concerns, etc.). Future additions and improvement to
the circuitry will allow for larger voltages and capacitances to be
used safely and successfully.
The parameters of the discharges described in this article are
the following: the capacitor (873 lF) was charged to 6 kV, the conductivity of the electrolyte was set to 320 lSiemen, and the tip of
the cathode was set flush to the tip of the alumina insulator which
was positioned to protrude approx. 1–2 mm above the surface of
the electrolyte. The conductivity of the electrolyte did not change
significantly between experiments due to resistive heating. All
spectra were recorded on the same day, under identical conditions.
2.2. Spectroscopic measurements
Infrared emission spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker
VERTEX 70 Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer in a doublepass configuration at 4 cm1 resolution and a (mirror) scan rate of
40 kHz. Spectra were collected between 1000 and 5000 cm1. The
time-domain interferogram data from the spectrometer were highpass filtered using a second-order Butterworth filter, Hanning apodized, and Hilbert transformed (phase correction) to generate emission spectra. The lineshapes in these spectra are ultimately dictated
by the response function of the instrument (a Hanning function
Fourier transformed to a sinc function in this case), thus the experimental lineshapes are best described by a Lorentzian profile with a
FWHM of 4 cm1. Only one scan was used for each measurement,
and it is important to note that the spectrometer and discharge electronics (each with their own small internal triggering delays) were
triggered by hand. The spectrometer and discharge were triggered
independently by two individuals after a countdown; no timeresolved measurements could be performed using this setup.
Fig. 3 provides a birds-eye view of the experimental setup. The
HeNe laser within the instrument was used in conjunction with
additional optics placed outside of the instrument to align the light
emitted from the plasmoid into the spectrometer. To confirm the
placement of the optics, a flame from a butane lighter was held
where the plasmoid would be discharged and at points along
which the emitted light was presumed to be traveling. The intensity counts on the detector were monitored in real time as the
flame was brought in and out of the optical path. The intensity
counts at the detector would increase by a few orders of magnitude
when emitted light from the flame was detected. An opaque sheet
was also placed between the plasmoid and the optics to isolate the

emitted light. A hole was cut into the sheet such that the tip of the
electrode was masked but the plasmoid itself was not. This eliminated the possibility of light from the hot cathode interfering with
our measurements. This also minimized reflections off of other surfaces in the laboratory.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Emission spectra
Fig. 4 shows several spectra that were obtained over the course
of the experiment. A cursory examination of these data shows that
water dominates the spectra, but a closer inspection shows that
emission from hydroxyl radical is also present. Using the HITRAN
[36] database in conjunction with the PGOPHER [37] program, a
simulated mixture of these molecules was generated and compared to the experimental spectra. The simulated spectrum displayed in Fig. 4 (the uppermost spectrum) shows good
agreement with the experiment in terms of the molecules that
are emitting from the plasmoid.
Given that there was a significant pathlength between the plasmoid and the spectrometer in these experiments, it was necessary
to account for absorption by water and CO2 along this optical path.
In order to address this issue, the observed spectra were divided by
an absorbance spectrum of CO2 and water (298 K, 2.06 m pathlength, Lorentzian lineshape; 4 cm1 linewidth, 1 atm) generated
using HITRAN online (http://hitran.iao.ru/). In each spectrum this
resulted in a significant increase in emission signal in the regions
where atmospheric CO2 and water readily self-absorb, however
there is little effect on the intensity between 2400 and
3200 cm1 (where emission from OH is present). The corrected
spectra used in fitting can be found in the supplementary material.
As would be expected, the difficulties associated with obtaining
a spectrum after triggering the discharge resulted in missing the
emission from the plasmoid in some cases. Some of the spectra
exhibited only a broad and featureless continuum spanning
approximately 2000 cm1; these spectra were rejected as unusable. Furthermore, there were trials in which we thought that
emission from the plasmoid was collected by the instrument, however only instrumental noise was observed in the spectra, which
speaks to the importance of triggering the discharge and spectrometer simultaneously.
3.2. Fitting
The PGOPHER [37] program was used to fit the corrected spectra to simulated spectra of water and hydroxyl radical. At the outset of our rotational analysis we attempted to fit a mixture of both
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Fig. 3. Bird’s eye view of optical setup for experiment. Relevant distances and focal lengths are provided (not to scale).

Fig. 4. Upper curve: simulated spectrum of a mixture of H2O and OH. Lower curves: three examples of emission spectra collected from ball plasmoid discharges, offset for
clarity. Spectra were obtained under identical conditions.

of these molecules to the experimental data, however PGOPHER’s
functionality allows for only a single rotational temperature to
be floated during fitting. We expected the temperatures of different plasmoid constituent molecules to be rather different from
one another, therefore, each molecule was fit separately. Furthermore, vibrational excitation (and relaxation) occurs differently
for each degree of freedom in nonequilibrium air discharges, thus
the three vibrational modes of water are also expected to have
slightly different values of rotational temperature. The generic fitting procedure involved generating a spectrum of the molecule of
interest using the HITRAN line list (imported directly into PGOPHER), modifying the simulation to reflect emission data as per
Western’s [37] suggestions, overlaying an experimental spectrum
in the software, adjusting the scale of the experimental spectra,
and finally floating the value for rotational temperature until the
fit converged.

When first fitting the data to a spectrum of water we noticed
that the fits would converge on a rotational temperature, however
some of the residuals appeared to be the result of an unphysical fit.
Indeed, when good results were returned from fits to the stretching
modes, fits to the bending mode were poor. To resolve this issue,
the stretching modes and bending mode of water were analyzed
independently; the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes
were fit together, but the bending mode was fit separately. As a
result of significant hot band emission, the emission profile of
the bending mode was not fully reproduced by the PGOPHER simulations (although hot bands were included in the simulations),
resulting in fits taking longer to converge. Fits were performed
between 3200–4300 cm1 and 1000–2500 cm1 for the stretching
modes and bending mode, respectively (see supplemental material). Numerical results from each of the fits to H2O are shown in
Table 1, and an example of a complete fit is provided in Fig. 5.
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Table 1
Calculated rotational temperatures for the vibrational bands of water.
Shot

[K]
T stretch
rot

T bend
rot [K]

1
2
3
4
5

2300
3300
1700
2200
2300

2000
1800
2400
1400
1700

Average

2400 ± 400

1900 ± 300

The rotational temperatures we report show the extent of molecular excitation in the discharge and are comparable to those
obtained from the emission of water in oxy-acetylene flames [38].
A similar procedure was used to determine the rotational temperature of hydroxyl radical. The spectra were fit from 2800 to
3200 cm1, again holding the Lorentzian linewidth constant at
4 cm1. An example of a fit to OH is shown in Fig. 6, and numerical
results of the fits are presented in Table 2. In one particular
instance (Shot 3, shown in Fig. 4), the intensity of the signals in
the OH emission region were comparable to the noise floor, which
resulted in the fits not converging on a rotational temperature.
Therefore the values we report for hydroxyl radical are obtained
from four separate spectra rather than five. The average rotational
temperature of OH was found to be 9200 K, which is high for ambient plasmas. This value is however lower than what has previously
been reported for this system [23]; the measurements reported
herein were most likely made later in the discharge when compared to those of Versteegh et al. Since the rotational temperature
of each constituent molecule must rapidly decrease to room temperature over the course of the discharge, it follows that the rotational temperature would be lower when probing later in the
discharge. Time-dependent measurements would be extremely
beneficial for the confirmation of rotational temperatures at different stages of the discharge.
There is also an unknown source of emission in the experimental spectra between approximately 2250–2400 cm1. There are

several potential molecular sources for this emission, including
CO2 and CO; the 4.3 lm band of CO2 [39] and the vibrational band
of CO [40] overlap in this region, however this signal is most likely
not a result of emission from CO, as the vibrational band of CO is
centered approximately 100 wavenumbers to the red of the
anomalous feature. We attempted to fit the corrected spectra to
a simulation of CO2 in the same fashion described above, but fits
to this molecule did not fully reproduce the shape or intensity of
the observed feature, even at high temperatures (see Fig. 7). This
region is further complicated by the fact that self-absorption by
CO2 readily occurs in this frequency range. Thus the identity of
the cause of the signal in this region remains a mystery; however,
the emission profiles shown in Fig. 7 do seem to correspond to that
of CO2 in some way. Friday et al. [29] present evidence which suggests that CO2 may be present in the plasmoid as a result of electrode oxidation, but this does not refute the possibility of
gaseous CO2 emitting from plasmoids produced with a tungsten
electrode. Additional measurements of discharges with less shotto-shot variability would allow for a much more concrete understanding of emission in this region, and improved spectral resolution would allow for a more traditional Boltzmann analysis of a set
of known transitions.
The average rotational temperature for OH reported here is limited by the spectral resolution and lack of a thorough Boltzmann
analysis, however the procedure used to fit the data provide a reasonable estimate of the rotational temperature. The high temperatures of water and hydroxyl radical indicate that upper vibrational
and rotational states of plasmoid constituent molecules are highly
populated, which is expected for a nonequilibrium air plasma.
These upper states could be populated directly during the discharge via vibrational/rotational excitation processes, or by chemical reactions in the plasmoid. For example, highly-excited OH
radicals are thought to be generated by electron impact ionization
of water molecules, while other less excited radicals could be generated by excitation of previously-formed OH via other mechanisms. A more thorough analysis of better-resolved transitions
could facilitate a two or three temperature model of OH rotational
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Fig. 5. Example of a fit to the stretching modes of water. This fit is to the spectrum obtained from Shot 4 (see Table 1).
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Fig. 6. Example of a fit to hydroxyl radical. This fit is to the spectrum obtained from Shot 2 (see Table 2).

Table 2
Calculated rotational temperatures for hydroxyl radical.

1
2
3a
4
5

7600
8200
N/A
12,200
8600

Average

9200 ± 1500

[K]

S/N results in fits that do not converge.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the emission profiles of CO2 at room and high temperatures
to the unexplained signal observed between 2100 and 2400 cm1 in an experimental spectrum (Shot 1 in this case).

distribution, which has been studied extensively in the literature
[41,42].
When comparing the spectra collected in this set of experiments to the spectrum presented by Friday et al. [29] (referred to

as ‘‘the absorption spectrum” here for clarity), several differences
can be noted. First, our emission spectra show signals indicative
of OH from 2800 to 3200 cm1, while no evidence of OH absorption
is present in the absorption spectrum. Our spectra also show high
S/N for all of the vibrational modes of water, while the absorption
signals corresponding to the bending mode shown in the absorption spectrum have a much smaller S/N. It is not surprising that
the S/N of the bending mode is much greater in the emission spectra – it is likely that the plasmoid is highly vibrationally and rotationally excited and emission from these excited state molecules is
occurring frequently. The high temperature of the plasmoid also
increases the contribution from vibrational hot band transitions,
which are especially prevalent in the bending mode. The two unassigned features presented in the absorption spectrum are not
directly observable in our emission spectra, however this does
not immediately dismiss the presence of these signals in our spectra as the observed emission profiles are incredibly complex. This
complexity is further increased by the possible presence of water
clusters in the plasmoid, as many of the rovibrational bands of protonated water clusters are centered within the rovibrational bands
of free water molecules [43]. It is unclear at this level of spectral
resolution whether emission from protonated water clusters is
being detected, but this notion should not be dismissed since the
protonated water dimer and trimer have been shown to be present
in ball plasmoid discharges [26].
It is difficult to make a direct comparison between emission and
absorption spectra collected from ball plasmoid discharges
because very little is known about the optical thickness of these
plasmoids. Emission spectroscopy of optically thick spheres results
in collection of signals from the outermost edge of the sphere,
which is not the ideal case for ball plasmoids, as plasmoids have
been shown to be surrounded by an ‘‘envelope” which is cooler
than the interior of the plasmoid [23]. The temperature differences
between the interior and exterior of the plasmoid most likely facilitate different chemistry in the center of the plasmoid and at the
air–plasmoid interface, and further study of this system with
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improved spatial resolution is needed in order to study the different temperature regimes with ball plasmoid discharges.
4. Conclusion
In this work we have presented the first analysis of ball plasmoid emission in the infrared. Using a relatively simple spectroscopic setup, we were able to collect spectra that show emission
from water and hydroxyl radical. These molecules are unsurprising
to observe in ambient plasma discharges and have been observed
in this type of discharge using absorption spectroscopy [29]. We
are able to report quantitative information about the plasmoid
after reducing the spectral collection time (compared to the
three-second acquisition time of Friday et al.), but more importantly this analysis centered on fitting spectra which show rotational structure of constituent molecules. The rotational
temperatures that were extracted from the fits of the observed
spectra begin to show the energy distribution among molecules
in the plasmoid and confirm the measurements of Versteegh
et al., reinforcing the fact that ball plasmoid discharges are highly
nonthermal and result in rapid heating and rapid cooling of constituent molecules.
In order to move this work forward experimentally and answer
the ultimate question of why ball plasmoid recombination occurs
much more slowly than is expected, a twofold approach is being
undertaken. First, we are expanding the spectral regions in which
we are probing; we are working to examine the plasmoid in the
near-IR and in the UV/visible to monitor molecules such as Nþ
2
and N2 . As the principal component of ambient air, it is highly
likely that the molecular processes in which nitrogen participates
are key to understanding the relaxation processes of the plasmoid.
We also plan to re-examine hydroxyl radical with improved spectral and temporal resolution compared to the previous work [23].
This will facilitate a greater understanding of the energy distribution as a function of time and will also provide insight into the
reactions which are (or are not) occurring during the three phases
of the discharge.
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